
Benefits of Buying Discount Hot Tubs from Dr. Wellness 

Dr. Wellness is one of the leading manufacturers of high-quality and affordable spas. As per Dr. Wellness 

reviews, this manufacturer produces some of the leading energy efficient spas in the world.  

When it comes to hot tubs, there are many brands available. There is a hot tub 

for every lifestyle, occasion, and space. Before buying a spa, explore your 

options. But choose the one that fits your individual requirements. 

For instance, you don’t buy a portable hot tub, if you don’t need to move your 

hot tub about. Similarly, don’t buy a small hot tub if you want to have hot tub 

sessions with at least three people. 

Hot tub and spa are the same 

Buying from Dr. Wellness is a great experience as indicated by Dr. Wellness reviews. You have a variety 

of options to choose from. Additionally, the company sells you high quality accessories. This ensures you 

don’t go elsewhere looking for accessories such as covers and cover lifters for example. 

Some people are confused as to the difference between a hot tub and a spa. In reality, there is no 

difference. Some manufacturers integrate additional features in a hot tub and call it a spa. This implies, 

a spa without additional features is a hot tub. 

The gist of the story is that a spa and hot tub are essentially the same. There are two versions of a hot 

tub – the self-contained version and the non-self-contained version. The former is portable while the 

latter is not. 

Self contained hot tubs have their electrical installations in an exterior cabinet. They are installed above 

the ground. Other hot tubs are installed within the ground. The electrical installation is integrated within 

the spa. This allows the spa to be a permanent fixture. You can purchase both type of hot tubs or spas 

from Dr. Wellness. 

 

 

http://www.drwellnesstherapy.com/

